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dealing with maritime disputes. The Tribunal is open to States, international
organizations and other entities. The Yearbook will give lawyers, scholars,
students as well as the general public easy access to information about the
jurisdiction, procedure and organization of the Tribunal and also about its
composition and activities in 2000. The Yearbook was prepared by the
Registry of the Tribunal. The Tribunal has also published a volume of Basic
Texts which contains documents that are fundamental to the mandate and
operation of the Tribunal and which provides the essential documentation
relating to the law and procedure applicable to the Tribunal. The
"Yearbook" is also available in French (Annuaire).
Upset-Michael Levitt 1984
Danger Girl: Revolver-Andy Hartnell 2012-07-04 Who is she? What are her
skills? Where is she from? What are her measurements? You'll find those
answers and more as she joins the world's sexiest spy agency in their most
explosive adventure yet! Collect issues #1-4 of Danger Girl: Revolver!
Dangerous-Game Rifles-Terry Wieland 2009-10-15 The popularity of rifles
designed to take big game has never been greater. Terry Wieland, a widely
recognized firearms expert, explores in detail the rifles and calibers that are
drawing attention. This second edition covers what has changed in the field
since the first edition was published-new calibers, new cartridges, new
guns, new actions-and includes new material on action and barrel
manufacture, tracing the production of a fine, custom-made, big-bore rifle.
Dark Lava-Toby Neal 2014-07-07 Paradise is threatened by a fight for
sacred artifacts. She just wants to disarm the IED. Newly assigned to the
bomb squad, Detective Lei Texeira struggles with skills that may be

How Good Do You Want to Be?-Nick Saban 2007 In more than three
decades as a player and coach, Saban has learned much about life and
leadership, both on the field and off. Working alongside some of the games
legends, including Super Bowl winner Bill Belichick and coaching legend
Jerry Glanville, he saw firsthand how great leaders encourage greatness in
others.
Anton Dohrn-Theodor Heuss 2011-12-23 One hundred years after the birth
of Anton Dohrn, his biography was compiled by Theodor Heuss, first
president of the Federal Republic of Germany and a friend of the Dohrn
family. Heuss not only conveys the family history of this great scientist, but
also interweaves scientific and cultural history into his narrative. As a result
a fascinating yet true story which provides insight into the cultural, political
and scientific life in both Germany and Italy at the turn of the century has
been created. "Anton Dohrn (1840-1909) was founder of the once worldfamous zoological station at Naples, 'a permanent international congress of
zoologists' ...written as a classic 'life and letters', A Life for Science...gives
an excellent description of an interesting scientist in touch with the leading
biologists of his time." (Arch. of Natural History)
Small Seagoing Craft and Vessels for Inland Navigation-A. Roorda 1957
Yachting World Annual- 1972
Collect Ships on Stamps-Peter Bolton 2001-01-01
A Dictionary of Sea Terms-A. Ansted 1898
Yearbook 2000-International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea 2002-04-01
The International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea is an international court
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dangerously out of reach, even as a heinous crime strikes close to home and
catches her husband in the crossfire. The woman is his. And if he can’t have
her, she’ll have to die. An investigation into heiau desecrations must take a
back seat to the emergence of an enemy who leaves shrouds as a calling
card, targeting those closest to Lei and Stevens. “Neal is a powerful writer,
and her prose is often effortless and elegant.” Kirkus Reviews Grab this fast
paced mystery with a twist of romance, and take a trip to Hawaii with the
series that’s sold more than a million copies!
Dangerous Secrets-Caroline Warfield 2015-12-01 When a little brown wren
of an Englishwoman bursts into Jamie Heyworth's private Hell and asks for
help he mistakes her for the black crow of death. Why not? He fled to Rome
and sits in despair with nothing left to sell and no reason to get up in the
morning. Behind him lie disgrace, shame, and secrets he is desperate to
keep. Nora Haley comes to Rome at the bidding of her dying brother who
has an unexpected legacy. Never in her sunniest dreams did Nora expect
Robert to leave her a treasure, a tiny black-eyed niece with curly hair and
warm hugs. Nora will do anything to keep her, even hire a shabby, drunken
major as an interpreter. Jamie can't let Nora know the secrets he has hidden
from everyone, even his closest friends. Nora can't trust any man who
drinks. She had enough of that in her marriage. Either one, however, will
dare anything for the little imp that keeps them together, even enter a sham
marriage to protect her. And don't miss Dangerous Works, where Jamie first
appeared.
Dark City-Eddie Muller 1998-05-15 Examines the movies and artists of film
noir, describing the social climate and artistic skills that contributed to the
genre
Grande Dizionario Di Marina-Mario Bernabò Silorata 1970-01-01
Dark Lover-Brenda Joyce 2012-09-17 Highland Warriors, Sworn to Protect
Innocence through the Ages… Ian Maclean's arrogance hides a terrible
secret—for decades he was held prisoner by demons. Not a day goes by that
he isn't tormented by his darkest fears of powerlessness. Now he is about to
sell to the highest bidder a page he's stolen from the Book of Power—if one
woman doesn't stop him. Every Rose Woman Has Her Destiny Slayer
Samantha Rose's latest mission is to recover the stolen page—and get
payback from the only man who's ever rejected her. What she hasn't
counted on is the raging attraction between them—or her growing
realization of what Maclean has survived. As the powers of the evil from his
past gather, Sam will do anything to help him—even if it means following
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him into time and facing his worst nightmares with him….
Dark Deeds-Mike Brooks 2017-11-14 In the third book of the “entertaining”
(Kirkus Reveiws) Keiko series, Captain Ichabod Drift and his crew find
themselves in another mess as a ship-wide vacation leads to their second-incommand taken hostage by the planet’s criminal mastermind. After the
riotous civil war in Dark Sky, the crew of the Keiko decides to go on
vacation at an illegal gambling port for a little fun. What they don’t realize
is that the casinos are run by an ex-client who didn’t get his shipment due to
the war. The mob boss decides to take Tamara Rouke, the Keiko’s second-incommand, and hold her hostage until the crew raises enough money to pay
him back for the lost shipment. If they don’t pay up in time, Rouke will be
killed. Captain Ichabod Drift and his crew agree. But as they find a way to
get the funds, one will betray everyone and one will die…
Death under the Deodars-Ruskin Bond 2018-01-01 ‘Colonel Bakshi burst in,
looking very agitated. “Something’s happened to Mrs Basu,” he said. “She’s
lying outside in a fl ower bed. I think she’s dead . . .”’ In this marvellous
collection of thrilling new stories set in the Mussoorie of a bygone era,
Ruskin Bond recounts the deliciously sinister cases of a murdered priest, an
adulterous couple, a man who is born evil, and a body in the box-bed, not to
forget the strange happenings involving arsenic in the post, strychnine in
the cognac, a mysterious black dog, and the Daryaganj strangler. As the
elderly Miss Ripley-Bean, her Tibetan terrier, Fluff, the hotel pianist, Mr
Lobo, and the owner of the Royal, Nandu, mull over these curious incidents,
the reader will be enthralled and delighted—until the very end.
Le barche di Venezia-Ugo Pizzarello 1981
LIST OF SHIPOWNERS & MANAGERS.- 2018
Death in the Stocks-Georgette Heyer 2009-10-01 "Death in the Stocks is
rare and refreshing."-The Times A Moonlit Night, a Sleeping Village, and an
Unaccountable Murder... In the dead of the night, a man in an evening dress
is found murdered, locked in the stocks on the village green. Unfortunately
for Superintendent Hannasyde, the deceased is Andrew Vereker, a man
hated by nearly everyone, especially his odd and unhelpful family members.
The Verekers are as eccentric as they are corrupt, and it will take all
Hannasyde's skill at detection to determine who's telling the truth, and who
is pointing him in the wrong direction. The question is: who in this family is
clever enough to get away with murder? "Miss Heyer's characters act and
speak with an ease and conviction that is refreshing as it is rare in the
ordinary mystery novel."-Times Literary Supplement
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The Wishing Season-Denise Hunter 2014-12-16 In this competition, it’s not
just the house on the line, it’s their hearts. She has the touch when it comes
to food, but PJ McKinley’s dream of opening her own restaurant is one
building short of reality. So when a Chapel Springs resident offers her
beloved ancestral home as prize to the applicant with the best plan for the
house, PJ believes she was meant to win. Contractor Cole Evans is
confident, professional, and swoon-worthy—but this former foster kid knows
his life could have turned out very differently. When Cole discovers the
contest, he believes his home for foster kids in transition has found its
saving grace. All he has to do is convince the owner that a not-for-profit
enterprise will be good for the community. When the eccentric
philanthropist weighs the proposals, she proposes an outlandish tie-breaker:
PJ and Cole will share the house for a year to see which idea works best.
Now, with Cole and the foster kids upstairs and PJ and the restaurant
below, day-to-day life has turned into an out-and-out rivalry—with some
seriously flirtatious hallway encounters on the side. But could their
magnetic attraction cost them everything they’ve ever wanted? Includes
Reading Group Guide
Unhallowed Ground-Gillian White 2013-03-19 Seeking refuge after a murder
upends her life, a woman discovers that no matter how far she runs, she
can’t escape the demons of her past Widowed London social worker
Georgina “Georgie” Jefferson battles guilt and public disgrace when one of
her charges, abused five-year-old Angela Hopkins, is beaten to death. She
retreats to Furze Pen, an isolated Devon cottage that once belonged to
Stephen, the deceased brother she never knew. In this refuge, she hopes to
learn something about Stephen. But the hostility of her neighbors and a
series of chilling incidents—including the disappearance of her dog and a
stranger lurking around the cottage at night—disturb Georgie’s desperate
search for peace. As winter closes in, Georgie must discover who or what
threatens her most . . . the tragedies of her past or a new danger from her
tormented present. Once again, master of suspense Gillian White depicts
the dreadful, dependent relationship that can sprout between love and
violence.
The Observer's Book of Ships-Frank E. Dodman 1981
Dark Screams: Volume Five-J. Kenner 2015-10-06 Mick Garris, J. Kenner,
Kealan Patrick Burke, Del James, and Bentley Little pry open a sarcophagus
of horror and dread in Dark Screams: Volume Five, from Brian James
Freeman and Richard Chizmar of the esteemed Cemetery Dance
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Publications. EVERYTHING YOU’VE ALWAYS WANTED by Mick Garris It
was supposed to be the night of his life: a celebration of his one hit slasher
flick. But the price of admission is higher than this has-been filmmaker ever
could have imagined. THE ONE AND ONLY by J. Kenner When he was
seven, Will Underwood’s nanny told him she had the Sight. Years later, a
broken heart sends him to New Orleans . . . but it’s fate that leads him to
Madame Darkling’s Voodoo Emporium. THE LAND OF SUNSHINE by
Kealan Patrick Burke Although she was mute long before the affair that
nearly wrecked their marriage, her silence has tortured her husband ever
since. Now he will seek out what he has lost—or be driven mad by remorse.
MECHANICAL GRATITUDE by Del James Arnold loves his ’68 Camaro
almost as much as he loves his wife, and he’s willing to do anything to
protect them both—especially after hearing strange noises coming from his
garage. THE PLAYHOUSE by Bentley Little A real-estate agent is drawn
into a children’s playhouse behind an abandoned property she’s trying to
sell—and finds herself strangely reluctant to leave. Praise for Dark Screams:
Volume Five “Freeman and Chizmar’s fifth horror anthology runs the gamut
from throwback horror to lyrical and heartbreaking tales. . . . This collection
will satisfy.”—Publishers Weekly “A horror fan’s dream . . . As with the rest
of the series, fans of the genre should not hesitate to pick this one
up.”—Examiner “You can discover new authors and rediscover old ones, and
that’s always a good thing in my book. Recommended for fans of short story
collections!”—Char’s Horror Corner “Dark Screams: Volume Five builds on
the success of previous volumes, with the editors picking top-notch horror
stories from old pros and new stars alike.”—Battered, Tattered, Yellowed &
Creased
Deadpool Classic Vol. 9-Gail Simone 2015-05-20 Collects Deadpool (1997)
#65-69, Agent X #1-6. When Deadpool crosses paths with the Black Swan,
the telepathic villain infects Wade with a virus that eats away at his mind.
Can Deadpool overcome his degenerating thought processes and continue
his merc work? No, probably not. Plus, Deadpool is hired to steal the
Rhino's horn and protect Dazzler, and gathers new allies Sandi
Brandenberg, Ratbag, Outlaw and the Taskmaster. But when a showdown
with the Black Swan goes wrong, who - if anyone - will survive?
The Care and Feeding of Indigo Children-Doreen Virtue 2001-05-29 Indigo
children are bright, intuitive, strong-willed, and sometimes self-destructive
individuals. They are often labeled (and misdiagnosed) as having ADD or
ADHD because they won’t comply with established rules and patterns; and
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they may exhibit behavioral problems at home and at school. In The Care
and Feeding of Indigo Children, Doreen Virtue, Ph.D., explores the psyche
of these special kids and offers alternative solutions to Ritalin based on her
extensive research and interviews with child-care experts, teachers,
parents, and the Indigo Children themselves. Read the accounts of these
remarkable children as they explain why they act-out, are aggressive or
withdrawn; and what they want from the adults in their lives. You’ll also be
fascinated by the psychic experiences that these kids have had in their lives
so far. This is a groundbreaking book that can positively affect the ways in
which you interact with your child, altering the shape of their future in
miraculous ways.
The Ferryman-Christopher Golden 2008-09-02 Struggling to rebuild a
relationship with her former lover, David Bairstow, Janine Hartschorn
discovers that a mysterious force with the power to conjure up ghosts from
David's past and the knowledge of her own near-death experience will do
anything to keep them apart. Reprint.
Dearest Stalker-J. S. Scott 2019-06-18 What happens when a woman falls in
love with her stalker? I'm not the type of woman who actually inspires
passion in any guy, much less one who makes it a habit to watch me
because he's obsessed. I'm a curvy, plain Jane. I like my chips, chocolate,
and junk food, and it definitely shows. I'm an educated geek who would
rather have my nose in a computer instead of a fashion magazine. But none
of those things seem to matter to Stalker. He sees something in me that I
don't see in myself, and I don't know why. I'm terrified, yet I'm inexplicably
intrigued. I'm cautious by nature, but something makes me want to know
who he is, and why he gives a sh*t about somebody like me. I know falling
for a man I've never seen in the light of day is dangerous. Does he stalk me
because he wants to own me, control me, and make me into the woman he
thinks that I am? Does he want to hurt me, or is he just a lost soul like me?
And why did it feel so good to touch him under the cover of darkness? Is he
my nightmare or my dearest stalker? Getting to know him might be foolish,
but for some reason, I just can't walk away... Author's note: This is a redhot, sexy, curvy girl serial romance with an obsessed, alpha male stalker.
Read at your own risk.
Promised-Caragh M. O'Brien 2013-02-07 After defying the ruthless Enclave,
surviving the wasteland and over-throwing the tyranical leader of Sylum,
Gaia Stone now faces her greatest challenge yet - to lead the people of
Sylum back to the Enclave and persuade the Protectorat to grant them
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refuge. With Leon finally by her side, Gaia is hopeful that she can settle her
people and finally start the life with him that she's always wanted. But in
Gaia's absence, the Enclave has become even more ruthless, picking girls
from outside the wall to serve in an experimental baby factory. Babies with
the right genes are now a priceless commodity with the potential to reshape
life inside the wall and redifine humanity. And when it becomes clear that
her genes are exactly what the Enclave needs, Gaia is appalled by the
lengths they will go to...
Don't Look Behind You-Ann Rule 2011-11-29 A collection of true-crime tales
features individuals who are targeted by random and known perpetrators
and includes the main story, "North to Alaska," in which two families are
drawn into a web of intrigue by a 30-year-old murder. Original.
Devious-Lisa Jackson 2012-03-01 "Terrifying. . .A Creepy Thriller."
–Publishers Weekly When New Orleans detective Reuben Montoya is called
to investigate a murder with his partner Rick Bentz, he's shocked to
recognize the victim. Camille Renard, an old high-school friend, was found
on the altar of St. Marguerite's cathedral, dressed in a yellowed bridal gown
and viciously garroted. . . "Will Satisfy Series Fans As Well As Readers Who
Enjoy Lisa Gardner And Linda Fairstein." –Library Journal Valerie Houston's
younger sister, Camille, had a knack for making bad choices. She left Texas
after falling for Val's soon-to-be ex-husband, Slade. But as Val digs deeper
into Camille's death, she realizes how little she really knows about her sister
and their shared past. "A Nail-Biting Tale Of Dangerous Secrets And Deadly
Passions." --Booklist Soon more bodies are found brutally slaughtered. No
one is beyond suspicion. No one is safe--least of all Valerie, whose
connection to a twisted case is closer, and more dangerous, than she ever
could have imagined. For this killer knows all, forgives nothing, and will not
rest until Valerie becomes the next to pay for her sins. . . "The plot
machinations are wonderful and emotional turmoil akin to the work of
James Lee Burke and Tony Hillerman helps make Devious a stunning
success." –The Providence Journal "Explosively riveting." –The Providence
Journal
The Canterbury Sisters-Kim Wright 2015-05-19 In the vein of Jojo Moyes
and Cheryl Strayed’s Wild, a warm and touching novel about a woman who
embarks on a pilgrimage to Canterbury Cathedral after losing her mother,
sharing life lessons—in the best Chaucer tradition—with eight other women
along the way, from the author of the upcoming novel Last Ride to
Graceland. Che Milan’s life is falling apart. Not only has her longtime lover
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abruptly dumped her, but her eccentric, demanding mother has recently
died. When an urn of ashes arrives, along with a note reminding Che of a
half-forgotten promise to take her mother to Canterbury, Che finds herself
reluctantly undertaking a pilgrimage. Within days she joins a group of
women who are walking the sixty miles from London to the shrine of Becket
in Canterbury Cathedral, reputed to be the site of miracles. In the best
Chaucer tradition, the women swap stories as they walk, each vying to see
who can best describe true love. Che, who is a perfectionist and workaholic,
loses her cell phone at the first stop and is forced to slow down and really
notice the world around her, perhaps for the first time in years. Through her
adventures along the trail, Che finds herself opening up to new possibilities
in life and discovers that the miracles of Canterbury can take surprising
forms.
Die Dog or Eat the Hatchet-Adam Howe 2015-11-03 From Adam Howe,
winner of Stephen King’s On Writing contest, come three original novellas
of hardboiled crime, graphic horror and pitch-black gallows humor. DAMN
DIRTY APES Washed-up prizefighter Reggie Levine is eking a living as a
strip club bouncer when he’s offered an unlikely shot at redemption. The
Bigelow Skunk Ape – a mythical creature said to haunt the local woods – has
kidnapped the high school football mascot, Boogaloo Baboon. Now it’s up to
Reggie to lead a misfit posse including a plucky stripper, the town drunk,
and legend-in-his-own-mind skunk ape hunter Jameson T. Salisbury. Their
mission: Slay the beast and rescue their friend. But not everything is as it
seems, and as our heroes venture deeper into the heart of darkness, they
will discover worse things waiting in the woods than just the Bigelow Skunk
Ape. The story the Society for the Preservation of the North American
Skunk Ape tried to ban; Damn Dirty Apes mixes Roadhouse with Jaws with
Sons of Anarchy, to create a rollicking romp of 80s-style action/adventure,
creature horror and pitch-black comedy. DIE DOG OR EAT THE HATCHET
Escaped mental patient Terrence Hingle, the butcher of five sorority sisters
at the Kappa Pi Massacre, kidnaps timid diner waitress Tilly Mulvehill and
bolts for the border. Forcing his hostage to drive him out of town, it’s just a
question of time before Tilly becomes the next victim in Hingle’s latest
killing spree. But when they stop for gas at a rural filling station operated
by deranged twin brothers, Dwayne and Dwight Ritter, the tables are turned
on Hingle, and for Tilly the night becomes a hellish cat-and-mouse ordeal of
terror and depravity. The meat in a maniac sandwich, Tilly is forced against
her nature to make a stand and fight for survival. Because sometimes the
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only choice you have is to do or die…to Die Dog Or Eat The Hatchet. GATOR
BAIT Prohibition-era 1930s… After an affair with the wrong man’s wife,
seedy piano player Smitty Three Fingers flees the city and finds himself
tinkling the ivories at a Louisiana honky-tonk owned by vicious bootlegger
Horace Croker and his trophy wife, Grace. Folks come to The Grinnin’ Gator
for the liquor and burlesque girls, but they keep coming back for Big
George, the giant alligator Croker keeps in the pond out back. Croker is
rumored to have fed ex-wives and enemies to his pet, so when Smitty and
Grace embark on a torrid affair…what could possibly go wrong? Inspired by
true events, Gator Bait mixes hardboiled crime (James M. Cain’s The
Postman Always Rings Twice) with creature horror (Tobe Hooper’s Eaten
Alive) to create a riveting tale of suspense. _____ "It's an explicit, hardhitting, twisted funhouse ride into pulpish horror wrapped loosely in a
tattered skein of irreverent, jet black humor. In short, it's a freakin' blast." -Walt Hicks, author of Dirge of the Forgotten _____ "Every page ratchets up
the tension another notch even as it descends deeper and deeper into
terrible darkness. Out of all the books I've read for Ginger Nuts of Horror,
this is definitely the most intense." -- David Dubrow, author of The Blessed
Man and the Witch _____ “With Die Dog Or Eat the Hatchet, Adam Howe
hasn’t written one of my favorite books of the year, he’s actually written
three of my favorites. Stories that are tight, toned, and genre-confounding.
Horror fans and crime fans are going to come to blows over who gets to
claim Howe as one of their own, but they’re both going to be wrong because
Howe’s his own thing.” – Adam Cesare, author of Tribesmen and Mercy
House _____ “The recipe for Adam Howe’s DIE DOG OR EAT THE HATCHET
is: Two parts Joe Lansdale, One part Justified, and a heavy dose of WTF. The
result is a swampy cocktail darker than any backwoods hayride, stronger
than the meanest Sasquatch, and crazier than anything you’ll find chickenfried at your local state fair.”—Eryk Pruitt, author of Hashtag and Dirtbags
The Highlander's Promise-Lynsay Sands 2018-06-26 In a spellbinding new
Highlands story from New York Times bestselling author Lynsay Sands, the
laird of the Buchanans finds the one woman who is his equal in passion and
courage Aulay Buchanan has retreated to his clan’s hunting lodge for a few
days of relaxation. But the raven-haired beauty he pulls from the ocean puts
an end to any chance of rest. Though he christens her Jetta, she knows
nothing of her real identity, save that someone is trying to kill her. As she
recovers, it will not be easy for Aulay to protect her and keep her honor
intact when she mistakenly believes they are man and wife… Jetta sees
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beyond Aulay’s scars to the brave, loyal warrior she’s proud to call her own.
But as the attempts on her life grow more brazen, Jetta realizes that not all
is as she believes. And if Aulay is not her husband, can she trust the desire
flaring in his eyes, or his promise to defend her with his life?
Death Or Ice Cream?-Gareth P. Jones 2017 A collection of linked short
stories set in mysterious Larkin Mills, a peculiar town filled with dark
secrets, a big dose of death, and a tug-of-war between darkness and light.
Deathly Reminders-T. Patrick Phelps 2017-08-03 Jessica Gracers sits in a jail
cell. Accused of murdering her husband; a crime she insists she is innocent
of. Having heard of Derek Cole and his investigative skills, Jessica hires
Derek and requests he begin the investigation immediately. But when Derek
Cole and Nikkie Armani arrive in the Tampa, Florida area, they learn their
client has refused to give an alibi. Forced to work with Jessica's lawyer, a
woman with a past and present filled with secrets, Derek and Nikkie must
first convince their client to give her alibi before they can begin their
investigation. And when Jessica's alibi is given, their entire case is sent
spinning out of control.
Beyond the Orchard-Anna Romer 2017-11 A haunting story of yearning, love
and betrayal from the bestselling author of Thornwood House Lucy Briar
has arrived home in turmoil after years overseas. She's met her fiancé in
London and has her life mapped out, but something is holding her back.
Hoping to ground herself and find answers, Lucy settles into once familiar
routines. But old tortured feelings flood Lucy's existence when her beloved
father, Ron, is hospitalised and Morgan - the man who drove her away all
those years ago - seeks her out. Worse, Ron implores Lucy to visit
Bitterwood Estate, the crumbling historic family guesthouse now left to him.
He needs Lucy to find something- an old photograph album, the very thing
that drove Ron and his father apart. Lucy has her own painful memories of
Bitterwood, darkness that has plagued her dreams since she was young. But
as Lucy searches for the album, the house begins to give up its ghosts and
she is driven to put them to rest. And there, held tightly between the house,
the orchard and the soaring cliffs, Lucy uncovers a long-hidden secret that
shattered a family's bond and kept a frightened young girl in its thrall ... and
Lucy discovers just how fierce the lonely heart can be.
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Desolation-Derek Landy 2016-03-31 Reeling from their bloody encounter in
New York City, Amber and Milo flee north. On their trail are the Hounds of
Hell - five demonic bikers who will stop at nothing to drag their quarries
back to their unholy master. Amber and Milo's only hope lies within
Desolation Hill - a small town with a big secret; a town with a darkness to it,
where evil seeps through the very floorboards. Until, on one night every
year, it spills over onto the streets and all hell breaks loose. And that night
is coming.
Diary of a Teenage Superhero-Darrell Pitt 2015-09-03 Diary of a Teenage
Superhero is a non-stop action adventure novel for young adults. The book's
hero, Axel, is a teenager who has had his memory taken away from him - but
received superpowers in return. While staying one step ahead of his
pursuers, Axel begins to assemble the pieces of his life. An organization
known only as The Agency has also modified other teenagers. Brodie is a
master of the martial arts. Ebony can transmute one substance into another.
Dan controls metals with his mind. Chad creates fire and ice from nothing.
They have been handed incredible powers to help the human race in times
of crisis - and one of those times is now. A terrorist organization known as
Typhoid has acquired Pegasus - a highly advanced missile, invisible to radar
and conventional defense systems. They intend to fire it at an American city.
Only this bunch of untried, untested teenage superheroes stands any chance
of stopping the missile before it strikes its target. Diary of a Teenage
Superhero is a high octane thriller showing what happens when
conventional teenagers with everyday problems are given powers beyond
this world.
Dark Albion-David Abbott 2013-12-12 Dark Albion: A Requiem for the
English is being acclaimed as an underground classic. In 33 witty essays full
of insight and humour, the author, a Cockney pensioner, portrays
immigration as seen and experienced by the likes of him. Following an
introductory essay, he graphically describes "the coming of the English" in
449, covers the current situation in all its ramifications, and ends with a
stunning Orwellian essay on England in 2066, during the reign of "William
the Conquered".
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